Abstract. The closed form inverse of a tridiagonal matrix, which is a slight generalization of a matrix considered by D. Kershaw (Math. Comp., v. 23, 1969, pp. 189-191), is given in this note. If the matrix has integer elements, an integer multiple of the inverse can be computed by integer arithmetic, that is, without machine roundoff error.
Forms of B and B~l. Let B = (/>,,) be an n X n matrix given by ba = bi, i = j,
(1) = «,.,-,. i < j,
where b¡ = /3"_i+1 and Bti is the Kronecker delta. Define rk = -(&*/• *_i + rt_2), k = 2, ■ ■ ■ , n -1, and r = (bnrn_l + rn_2), where r0 = 1 and r, = -bt. Let C = (cit) be an n X n matrix, where
then C = B1. An elementary but lengthy proof of this is to show that BC is an n X n identity matrix. It can also be shown that r = (-l)n+1 det (B). This implies that ri_1r,_, = (-l)n+1/l", where AH is the cofactor of ft,-,-. If bu i = 1, • • • , n, is an integer, then rk,k = 2, ■ ■ ■ ,n -\, and r are integers. This implies that rc^ = /•,_1r"_, is an integer, that is, an integer multiple of B'1 can be generated by integer arithmetic. Similarly, if one had a linear system to solve, which was represented by a matrix of the form (1) 
